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For Our Country's Good 

East West Theatre Stages 'Our Country's Good' 

If  you're like me, and pride yourselves for being "cultured" by drinking wine out of  a 
glass instead of  straight from the bottle, I have a great little tidbit for your consideration. 
Often, when east meets west on stage it's an interesting situation not dissimilar to
 meeting a crazy uncle for the first time; you're not quite sure what to expect, but in 
the end he turns out to be quite a fun guy, if  a bit different than the rest of  the family.   
And so, we have the East West Theater Company, formed from the wandering souls, 
whom, like an Olympic Athlete in Beijing striving to get clean air in their lungs, are striving 
to fill their souls with their passion for the (English-language) arts. Although, East West Theater
 bills themselves as a "community theater," this is no rag-tag group of  barnstormers. Committed 
to their passion, these actors work on a grueling schedule -- without pay -- to produce some 
very notable and inspiring work - theater worthy of  audience.  Drawing from the heterogeneous 
pool of  Shanghai, East West boasts an eclectic variety of  backgrounds in the group. 
A self-professed "mix of  professionally trained and amateur international actors," their 
latest play entitled, "Our Country's Good," is comprised of  nine different accents 
coming out of  ten different actors mouths, including Singapore, Poland, Greece, Canada, US, 
England, Brazil, Australia and China.   Keeping this mishmash of  thespians on task is the
 idiosyncratic artistic director Jonathan Geenen. Keeping a tight rein on the group,
 pushing actors past their limits, while creating a harmonious working environment, he
 has managed to churn out four full-length plays within the last six months. This veritable                 
sweatshop of  a working regime is actually appreciated by the actors. 

Firstly, it helps to keep the actors interested as they are not rehearsing the same thing for months
 on end, as well as not needing to dedicate a very long stretch of  time. Even so, the actors seem
 eager for the next play after the previous one has finished.   
The state of  English-language theater in China and lack of  competition allows more freedom 
for the group to explore new ideas without worrying about being judged. As for the 
enjoyment of  the plays that are produced, I leave that up to you to judge.   
The EWT's latest work is by far their most ambitious. With twice the talent of  their
 previous shows, showcasing 20 characters played by 10 actors backed by a customized 
soundscape, it seems that Geenen has pushed a lot out of  a non-profit community theater 
group. "Our Country's Good" is one of  those motley play-within-a-play 
type of  ... uh ... play. Taking place in 1870's Australia, the main characters of  the play are 
British convicts, shipped off  to Australia by the British Empire.   In these pre-Vegemite days 
there were no Aussie Rules footy, so instead the Governor of  the local prisons decided that 
his prisoners should engage in play-acting. It is through the theater that the prisoners of  the
 story regain a sense of  their lost humanity, even as some of  them are sentenced to death. 
By having the outlet of  the play the characters find their own redemption from the 
punishment of  their imprisonment.   So for those of  you seeking stage culture other than 
the Chinese opera or ballet and dance panoplies, East West is offering a very down to earth
 alternative that works on many levels, including the budgetary level. As Greenen states, 
"It is better than a movie, just as intelligent as a book and it only takes 2 hours."   
What's next for East West? Watch out for their next yuletide-themed last act of  2007, the 
classic "A Christmas carol".   East West stages “Our Country's Good” from November 1. 
Tickets: 100rmb (50rmb students) at the LPE Networking Society. 
(World Plaza B/2, 855 Pudong Nan Lu. Metro, Line 2 Dongchang Rd Exit)  
 Shows: November 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10 at 8:00pm and November 3, 4, 10 at 3:00pm. 
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